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Margaret Christakos / from THE HOITY TOITY SUP
PLEMENTS, or, ONE VERY INTERESTING EXAMPLE 

Sherry-Mary's Phonic Lichen 

For example for a good of it for fuck's sake for a quartet of pheromones 

Here is a reasonable example you were asking for, albeit politely 

I don't have Lo grind my teeth to hear into a future body of turtles 

Crow loud if you will decide on sleeping; let me into uno secret 

Mothers always have a resistance to magnifying sutures 

For a while now I've considered you defunct and rigid, like camel saddle 

A way wind spews itself without any indication of need 

Hold me restive kneecap: do what it is you really want 

At a back of a house is a bucket filled with sawdust Sniff it 

Slowly, don't check into a sewer, promise Take your degree in Biz Ad min 

Crumple its shins Grunt as you release a clefecant Torso small 

Ankles chubbed out like salami I hate you for your slick pedicure 

Don Valley is a good name if you live in an area, or, if not, you're 

Nostalgic for an arena Why not keep your better clothes in a moth proof bag 

Buy a bruised fruit, a fig, Asian pear, pomegranate Stiffen 

Up, cling to yourself all through a loneliest dcad-of~night crests you. 



For me this is a very interesting example for another opinion press star 

Gild lilacs in a most casual charade Don't pack too much in one pouch 

Do what you do when for example you try to do some particular thing 

Don't get vague on me for fuck's sake regard me with a glint of tin 

Simper like a bunny Radiant mechanic likes to fix things silver, squid 

Black Strafe roads vivid, get me? Let in a driver's seat Hold my coffee 

In two hands as if you had a third Resemblances to rose bushes lose squeaker 

Payoff I wanted to see not a top of your head but into deep into your skull 

Four catches tongues in an embarrassing psychopatent I was real original 

And proud of a fact of how real this accomplishment can be when I am half 

Awake In her head, I am telling you this again about her skull's inside, carmine 

Compartment shivered with extra spaciousness and I closed a little latch 

A Rouge we are not so sure of how to get close to, but all trees awfully 

Fresh Gurgle over pebbles Stream chill For a best result keep stern 

For heaven will always palpate like blood, it's just an idea of its best version 

Of frank self, what a self looks like inside its very reddened cap crown on. 
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